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April 2013 saw a number of
legislative changes come into
effect, many of which have been 
on the cards for some time. 
In this issue we look at some of
those changes and the way they 
will affect your business as well 
as looking at some of the ongoing 
legal considerations affecting
businesses.

Andrew Heathcock
LLP Partner 

andrew.heathcock@parissmith.co.uk

023 8048 2211

discusses the affect this may have on 
page 5. Keeping with employment matters,
amendments to the Codes of  Practice for
skilled migrant workers came into effect on 
6 April and Stephanie Merritt reviews the
relevant rules.

Finally, can I recommend you have a look 
at our award winning Business Club at:
www.parissmithbusinessclub.co.uk
where we aim to provide you with information
relevant to your business which will help 
you to understand and balance risk.

Happy Reading.

Intellectual Property runs through every
business like Blackpool through a stick of  
rock and it is crucially important to identify and
protect what is often the most valuable asset
a business has (along with staff  members
who are often repositories of  such IP). Laura
Trapnell’s article on IP = Increased Profit will
start you thinking about this important asset.

Those negotiating commercial contracts will
be interested to learn of  the new legislation
relating to late payments of  commercial 
debts and the latest cases on liquidated
damages clauses.

Changes are afoot in the Employment
Tribunals with fees being introduced for the
first time this Summer. Jane Biddlecombe



becomes less important.  You may like to
consider selling it off  and maximising the
revenue you can attain from such sale. 

  Investment opportunities

Any sophisticated investor will want to know
why he should invest in your business and
what it is that stops anyone else doing
exactly what you are claiming is yours? 
The answer is - your IP. 

3  SELLING YOUR BUSINESS

Where a business is to be sold, the
importance of  ensuring your IP rights are
protected and maximised is key, particularly
where the business’s success is largely
based on reputation and goodwill.
Purchasers will want to ensure that the
business has developed an IP strategy and
fundamentally that it owns all the relevant IP.
Things to consider at this stage are:

  Assignments

It is important to ensure that the business
owns all the IP rights, and purchasers will
require evidence of  such ownership.

  Portfolios

If  your business has a patent or trade mark
portfolio (even if  it is not yet complete), it is
likely to add value to a business making it
more attractive to potential purchasers.

  IP strategy

Maintaining an IP strategy, and considering
how IP can be further developed even post
sale, will demonstrate that the business has
a future and can grow. 

PROTECTING AND EXPLOITING 
IP CAN INCREASE PROFIT
IP is invaluable to a business and ensuring
that a business’s IP rights are protected makes
the business less vulnerable to infringement
and more attractive to potential purchasers,
investors and those it does business with.
Not only does the exploitation of  your IP rights
add value in terms of  its balance sheet, but
it can produce a steady royalty stream and
in some areas, enable significant tax relief
under the Research and Development tax
credits or Patent Box initiative. 

Providing a full range of legal services to individuals and businesses across the region for over 180 years.2
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Whatever stage your business is at, IP rights
are important and can be used in a manner
which significantly increases your business’s
profits. Listed below are some examples and
considerations for businesses, setting out
ways to exploit IP at various stages of  your
commercial forecast.

1  NEW BUSINESS
When starting a business, it is important 
to set aside a budget for IP. Whilst many
businesses may not be able to afford 
to exploit all IP rights at the outset,
commercially, it is a good idea to address
the most urgent IP matters first and develop
a strategy dealing with the less urgent
matters going forward. Protecting your IP
rights is important at this stage as they can
add value to a business by securing and
safeguarding the business’s intangible
assets. It also helps to make your business
attractive to potential investors and venture
capitalists, which can be fundamental to
some businesses.

Things to consider at this stage to add or
protect value are:

  Non-disclosure agreements

Before a business presents its ideas to
potential investors/customers it is key 
to ensure that this information remains
confidential. 

  Domain name

Even where a business has no internet
presence, securing a domain name at the
outset, is crucial. Not only does this afford
the business with another asset but it
ensures that the business can enter the
internet market without the worry of  cyber
squatting. 

  Copyright protection

Ensuring that all work of  the business has
the appropriate copyright notice will help to
prevent infringement, increase an award of
damages and clearly demonstrate that the
business is aware of  its copyright ownership. 

  Copyright assignment

Many businesses may not be aware that the
person creating the copyright work retains
ownership of  it, unless they are an employee
or there is a written assignment. So, where
an independent contractor is paid to
produce work (for example a website
designer), the designer will retain the
copyright, unless it is formally assigned.
Equally, where a sole trader or partnership
creates copyright work for the business 

and subsequently incorporates a company,
a formal assignment is required. 

  Trade mark registrations

It is fundamental to protect your brand as 
the majority of  a business’s value is often in
its name, reputation and goodwill. Freedom
to operate searches should be conducted 
to ensure that the proposed name of  the
business is free to use. Trade Mark
registrations are territorial and so thought
should be given to a comprehensive filing
strategy which encapsulates future trading
forecasts and aligns with the business’s
financial budgets. 

  Patent registration

Depending on the nature of  the business,
patent registration may be important.
Businesses should actively consider whether
they undertake a national or international
patent filing strategy or whether due to the
nature of  their business, maintaining a
strategy of  non-disclosure of  proprietary
information is more appropriate. 

2  ESTABLISHED BUSINESS 
For established businesses, protecting
developing IP and maintaining existing IP 
is sometimes forgotten about. In order to
maximise the business’s IP, it is beneficial 
to have an IP strategy - whether this be for
the next few months or the next 5 years. 
This will help to exploit the benefit of  IP 
and allow the business to budget for it. It 
will also provide comfort to your customers
and/or distributors that your IP is protected. 
Things to consider at this stage are:

  Secondary trade mark registrations

If  the business is growing and targets 
new territories or produces new brands, 
the business should consider subsequent
registrations in different territories and 
for different brands. 

  Patents

These should be considered on an ongoing
basis where new developments are likely. 

  Licensing IP

Once you have protected your IP, decisions
can be taken whether to maintain and
enforce your monopoly or whether you
exploit it under a comprehensive, and
potentially lucrative licensing scheme. 

  IP audit and review

It may be that the direction of  your business
has moved on during its commercial
lifespan. In which case, sometimes IP
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IP = Increased Profit
Intellectual Property (“IP”) rights are the rights which underpin your business, which set you apart from your
competitors and which identify your products and services as your own. IP rights are concerned with the
protection and exploitation of your brands, ideas, creations, products, customer information and websites. 
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Legal Professional Privilege -
What is it and what are its benefits?

Legal Professional Privilege ("Privilege")
entitles a client to refuse to disclose 
certain confidential, legal communications 
to third parties including courts, regulatory
authorities and enforcement agencies. 
Once such level of  confidentiality has been
established it cannot be overridden, save 
for very limited reasons such as fraud. It is
worthy of  note that privilege can be lost, if
the communication loses its confidentiality. 

There are two types of  Privilege, legal
advice privilege and litigation privilege. 
They are distinct but at times there is a
measure of  overlap: 

1. Legal advice privilege

protects those confidential communications
(and evidence of  those communications)
between lawyers and their clients (but not
with third parties) in which the dominant
purpose is the seeking or giving of  legal
advice 

2. Litigation privilege

protects confidential communications (and
evidence of  those communications) between
lawyers and their clients and/or a third party
or between a client and a third party,
provided that such communications are 
for the dominant purpose of  obtaining 
legal advice, evidence or information in
preparation for actual litigation, or pending
litigation that is "reasonably in prospect".

Legal Advice Privilege
It is important to bear in mind who is the
client. It may seem obvious; It is the person
seeking the advice. But what if  the person
seeking the advice is doing so on behalf  of
another entity such as a company for whom
the person works? The client will only include
those individuals specifically tasked with
seeking and obtaining legal advice either
from in-house or external lawyers (“Client
Team”). The definition of  "client" does not
extend to everyone within the organisation 
or even the whole department or division
seeking legal advice. Consequently
communications between a lawyer and
employees outside the Client Team and/or
between the Client Team and those outside
the Client Team will generally not have the
protection of  Privilege.

Communications within the Client Team may
not be Privileged if  they do not fall into the
category of  seeking and receiving legal
advice. Thus, communications within the
Client Team commenting on the merits of  
a particular matter may not be Privileged.
Legal Advice Privilege also covers advice 
as to what should prudently be done in the
relevant legal context. This will extend to
commercial or strategic advice so long as 
it relates to the client's legal rights, liabilities,
obligations and remedies. This protection
places the relationship between client and
lawyer on a level not reflected in other
professions. This is the position even in
circumstances in which the same legal
advice emanates from another profession.

In the recent case of  In R (Prudential plc
and another) v Special Commissioner of
Income Tax and another [2013] UKSC 1, 
the Supreme Court refused to extend the
scope of  legal advice privilege to tax law
advice given by accountants. The Court
held, by a majority of  five to two, that it would
not extend the scope of  Privilege to legal
advice given by PricewaterhouseCoopers.
The decision represented a defeat in the
accountancy profession's long battle to
establish the availability of  Privilege for 
legal advice given by chartered accountants
on tax matters.

Any extension of  Privilege to advice given 
by non-lawyers will be a parliamentary
decision. One of  the dissenting judges 
in the Supreme Court case, expressed 
the hope that the issue will be considered 
by Parliament as soon as reasonably
practicable. Watch this space.

Litigation Privilege
Litigation must relate to adversarial
proceedings and excludes, for example,
internal grievances in the workplace and
disciplinary proceedings. It also excludes
fact finding inquiries and investigations. 
The litigation must be actual or reasonably 
in prospect; more than a mere possibility. 

To ensure that a document is protected 
by litigation Privilege, the dominant purpose
of  the creation of  the document must be for
ongoing litigation or in respect of  pending
litigation. If  it does not fulfil these criteria

then it will not fall within the umbrella
protection afforded by Privilege. This is
particularly relevant in circumstances in
which documents are created for more than
one purpose. A company may require that
an investigatory report be produced as to
why a particular incident occurred and when
doing so expecting that litigation is likely and
the report needed for this purpose. However,
if  the report is not prepared for the dominant
purpose of  litigation, Privilege will not apply. 

The Courts have displayed a strict approach
to the “dominant purpose” test. Before
instructing an expert adviser to prepare a
report, one should carefully consider the
purpose of  the report. It may be worth
noting the reason for the procurement of  the
report. Where there are multiple purposes,
and only one or some relate to the
prospective litigation (and thus not satisfy
the “dominant purpose test”), one should
consider obtaining separate reports on the
different issues.

The question of  whether litigation is in
“reasonable prospect” is a matter of  fact
and degree. Contemporaneous documents
recording one’s perception that litigation 
was reasonably in prospect may assist in
establishing that litigation was reasonably in
prospect at a particular time. Such evidence
may be crucial to protect disclosure of
documents under the Privilege banner at 
a later date.

Communications between clients and their
solicitors do have a very special and,
arguably, unique level of  protection. It is
particularly useful when considered in the
context of  crisis management. If  a serious
event occurs which results in regulatory
agencies, enforcement agencies, insurers,
media, focusing their attention on one’s
business or life then to have the opportunity
to seek strategic and tactical advice from
one’s trusted legal adviser is invaluable, 
safe in the knowledge that such
communications will be covered by 
legal professional privilege.

much is said about communications with lawyers being

confidential and protected from disclosure. Such exchanges 

fall to be considered under the banner of legal professional

privilege. But what exactly does that mean?
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Commercial 
Contracts Update:

In practice, claiming damages can be
problematic because it will usually mark the
end of  the trading relationship between the
parties and will invariably involve time and
expense litigating over issues such as: 

  what loss has occurred?

  who was to blame?

  could the injured party have 

mitigated the loss?

  is the loss recoverable under 

the terms of the contract?

In an attempt to avoid such arguments,
contracts often pre-determine the level of
damages payable for specified breaches,
such as delay in completion, through
provisions known as liquidated damages
clauses (‘LDs’). LDs can be attractive to both
parties as they can provide all-important
certainty in the event of  breach and typically
limit the contractor’s liability.

Genuine pre-estimate of loss 
LDs can however harbour traps for the
unwary. The basic rule is that LDs must be 
a genuine attempt to pre-estimate the loss

the innocent party would incur as a
consequence of  the particular breach. If, to
the contrary, its predominant purpose was to
deter a party from breaching its obligations
or to penalise the party in any other way the
clause will be a penalty clause. Pure penalty
clauses are generally unenforceable in
English Law so it is important to establish
whether a clause is in fact an LD or a
penalty clause. 

Are the LDs Commercially Justifiable?
In a series of  more recent cases, the 
courts have moved away from the “genuine
pre-estimate of  loss” test and focused on 
the commercial justifiability of  the clause
when determining its enforceability. 

Take-or-pay clauses
Take-or-pay clauses require the buyer to pay
for a minimum quantity of  goods or services
regardless of  whether they are taken. In a
recent case it was confirmed that a take-or-

pay provision may, in principle, amount to a
penalty clause but in this case (which
concerned a take-or-pay of  at least 500
annual consultancy days) the clause was
commercially justifiable. 

Share Purchase - Breach of  Confidentiality
In the recent case of  Cavendish Square
Holdings -v- El Makdessi, Cavendish 
entered into a share purchase agreement
with restrictive covenants binding the Seller
(Makdessi) post-completion. The contract
stated that if  Makdessi breached certain
non-competition covenants, he would 
lose the right to future instalments of  the
purchase price and Cavendish would have
the option to purchase further shares at a
discounted price. Makdessi breached the
covenants and Cavendish attempted to
enforce the clause but Makdessi argued that
the pricing provisions were unenforceable
penalty clauses and not a genuine pre-
estimate of  Cavendish’s loss.

The court applied the “commercial
justification test” and found that the
adjustment in price was based upon a
substantial loss of  goodwill and not
disproportionate. Also, the primary purpose
of  the clause was not to deter breach.

Practical implication
The courts’ reluctance to interfere with
commercial contracts freely negotiated by
parties of  comparable bargaining power will
undoubtedly bring into focus other avenues
of  challenge. Parties to contracts with LDs
should therefore pay closer attention to other
common pitfalls, which include:

(a) the particular breach is outside the 
scope of  the LDs; 

(b) the clause is inoperable or void for 
uncertainty;

(c) a condition precedent to the LDs has 
not been complied with; and/or

(d) the liquidated damages can no longer 
be calculated in accordance with the 
contract owing to practical factors.

Conclusions
It is reasonably clear from recent case-law
that LDs must be commercially justifiable, 
by striking a balance between the parties 
in the event of  a specific breach. Whilst this
will ultimately depend on the circumstances
of  the particular breach, businesses will be
well-advised when negotiating commercial
contracts to consider:

(a) reciting in the contract that the parties
agree that the LDs are genuine pre-
estimates of  loss;

(b) limiting any LDs clause to specific breaches
which can be quantified in monetary terms;

(c) differentiating the sums payable in
respect of  different types of  breach and
avoiding single “catch-all” estimates;

(d) retaining any calculations and drafts to
show that due consideration and
negotiation has taken place; 

(e) using an LDs contract rate which is lower
than a genuine pre-estimate and avoiding
adding any amounts to deter breach as
this will make the LDs mechanism penal;

(f) other ways to incentivise punctual
performance, such as early completion
bonuses, or more effective monitoring
programmes; 

(g) the impact that any pre-trial conduct might
have on the status and enforceability of  a
LDs clause; and

(h) where a contract provides for sectional
completion or partial possession,
ensuring that the contract provides a sum
which (i) reflects the likely loss for delay 
in completion of  each identifiable section
and (ii) is reduced in proportion to the part
of  the works taken into possession early.

If  you require any advice on your liquidated
damages provisions, or commercial
contracts generally, please contact us.

Where a party to a contract suffers loss as a result of  another’s
breach, the usual remedy is a monetary award (known as general
or unliquidated damages) intended to put the innocent party in the
position they would have been in had the breach not occurred. 

Crispin Dick
LLP Partner

crispin.dick@parissmith.co.uk

023 8048 2107
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What impact will 
the introduction of 
Tribunal Fees have?
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As part of  its continuing drive to reform
employment law, the Government
announced in 2011 that it would introduce
fees in the Employment Tribunal and the
Employment Appeal Tribunal (EAT). The
Government published its response to its
consultation last summer and a new regime
of  Tribunal fees is due to be implemented
this summer. 

The new fee regime will involve a two-stage
charging structure, requiring employees to
pay an ‘issue fee’ when they submit a claim
and a ‘hearing fee’ prior to any hearing
taking place. The amount of  each fee will
depend on the type of  claim the employee is
bringing. More straightforward, lower value
claims such as those for unpaid wages,
notice payments and redundancy payments
will be known as ‘Type A’ claims. ‘Type B’
claims will be any other claim in the Tribunal,
including unfair dismissal and discrimination
claims. If  an employee has brought several
claims then they will have to pay the fee which
relates to the highest level claim.

The proposed fees for the Employment
Tribunal are set out in the table below:

Type A Type B
claims claims

Issue fee £160 £250

Hearing fee £230 £950

So, if  a former employee wishes to issue 
an unfair dismissal claim against a business
and proceed to a hearing it will cost him 
or her £1,200 in Tribunal fees. If  a party
wishes to issue an appeal to the EAT it will
cost £400, with an additional £1,200 being
payable to proceed to a full EAT hearing.
There will also be further fees for specific
applications, for example an employer will
have to pay a fee of  £160 to issue a counter
claim against a former employee in a breach
of  contract case.

However, some individuals will not
have to pay the proposed fees
because the Civil Courts fee
remission system will also apply 
to the Tribunal and the EAT. This
protects access to justice for
claimants who cannot afford to pay
all or part of  any fees charged. The
system allows claimants to apply for
either a full or partial remission based
on their receipt of  certain benefits and
their income. 

What impact will the Tribunal 
fee regime have on Tribunal claims? 
The Government has stated that its policy
intention is to transfer part of  the costs
burden of  the Tribunal system from
taxpayers to users and that its intention is
not to deter claims. However, it is interesting
to note that a majority of  the respondents to
the Government’s consultation document (on
both sides of  the employment relationship)
disagreed with the introduction of  Tribunal
fees. Employee groups argued that fees
would deter workers from making valid
claims. Business groups thought the fees
system should explicitly seek to deter weak
and vexatious claims.

In my opinion, the impact of  the new fee
regime will be seen in relation to low value
claims where the cost of  the Tribunal fee is
likely to deter people from bringing a claim.
However, the new regime is unlikely to have
any effect on higher value claims where
employees will feel, rightly or wrongly, that
the cost of  the fees will be outweighed by
the possible compensation they will receive
at the end of  the case. In addition, a Tribunal
will have the power to order the unsuccessful
party in a case to reimburse the fees paid 
by the successful party, although this will be
at the Judge’s discretion and not automatic.
Who pays the cost of  any Tribunal fees is
likely to become a new area for negotiation
in relation to any settlement proposals.

Furthermore, Tribunal fees are likely to
create new aspects of  Tribunal tactics. 
It may be seen as welcome news for
employers that the hearing fee will be
payable by an employee some time before
the hearing. This will hopefully encourage
employees to settle cases early and
discourage them from making last minute
settlements on the day before the hearing
takes place, when an employer has already
incurred a significant amount of  the cost
involved in defending a claim. However,
employers may wait to see if  an employee 
is willing to pay the hearing fee before they
attempt to settle a case. Of  course, once 
an employee has paid a hearing fee they
may not be minded to settle at all…

In the meantime, if  you have any queries
please contact Jane Biddlecombe or
another member of  our Employment Team.

Many businesses have had to deal with an Employment 
Tribunal claim being brought against them and it is rarely a
pleasant experience. Such claims can be expensive in terms 
of management time and legal costs, even if  the business has 
a strong defence. Having defended a weak or vexatious claim
brought by a disgruntled former employee, business leaders
often express their frustration and anger to me that the Tribunal
process seems to be weighted in the employee’s favour.



Changes to 
immigration rules for
skilled migrant workers
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Since its introduction there have been a
number of  changes to the PBS, and recently
the Government announced changes to 
the Codes of  Practice for skilled migrant
workers, which came into effect on 6 
April 2013. These Codes set out 

(i) which occupations are sufficiently 
skilled to qualify for Tier 2 of  the PBS, 

(ii) minimum rates of  pay for each
occupation and 

(iii) how employers should carry out a
resident labour market test to determine
whether there are existing workers 
within the UK who could do the job.

Tier 2 of  the PBS allows employers to recruit
“skilled workers” from outside the UK and
European Economic Area (EEA). Tier 2 is
broken down into the following four
subcategories:

  General

  Intra Company Transfer

  Sportsperson

  Minister of  religion

Following a successful application, Tier 2
migrants are granted either a period of  leave
equivalent to the length of  their employment
contract plus one month, or a period of  three
years plus one month, whichever is the shorter.

To be eligible to apply under any of  the 
Tier 2 categories an applicant must have:

  a job offer

  a certificate of  sponsorship from a 
     licensed sponsor

  scored enough points to apply

The pass mark for points is 70 points from
three main criteria:

  Attributes - 50 points

  English language skills - 10 points

  Maintenance - 10 points

The Tier 2 (General) category is for migrants
who have been offered a skilled job to fill a
gap in the workforce. A maximum of  20,700
skilled workers can come to the UK under
Tier 2 (General) per year. The cap does not
cover an individual who undertakes a role
with an annual salary of  £152,100 or above,
and it does not apply to those already in the
UK with a Tier 2 (General) status seeking 
an extension.

Restricted certificates of sponsorship

If  the cap applies, the sponsor can only
assign a certificate of  sponsorship (CoS) 
to a migrant worker if  they have completed 
a “resident labour market test” (or an
exemption applies), or the job is on the
“shortage occupation list”. A visa applicant
will be awarded 30 points under the criteria
“attributes” if  a CoS has been assigned on
this basis.

An employer cannot assign a restricted 
CoS unless they first get permission to do 
so by using the monthly allocation process.
Applications are submitted by way of  an 
on-line application form. Requests must be
submitted by the 5th of  each month and are
considered by the UK Border Agency on the
11th of  each month. 

Resident labour market test

This is the process an employer must follow
to show no settled workers or nationals of  a
country in the EEA (including the UK) could
be found to fill the job. All vacancies must 
be advertised to settled workers for 28
calendar days. 

Since 6 April 2013, changes have been
made to the way the resident market test is
conducted. The previous lists of  specific
publications and websites where vacancies
could be advertised have been replaced
with general criteria for identifying suitable
media. This is designed to give employers
more freedom to advertise in the media they
think are most likely to be successful for their
sector. In addition, the guidance on how and
where to carry out a resident labour market
test has been set out in the UKBA’s
Guidance for sponsors and employers no
longer need to refer to the Codes of  
Practice for this information.

Jobs on the shortage occupation list

This list has been developed by the
Government with the independent Migration
Advisory Committee. If  an occupation is 
on the list, it means there are not enough
resident workers to fill the available jobs 
in that particular occupation. If  a migrant
comes to the UK under Tier 2 (General) 
to do skilled work that is on the shortage
occupation list, they will get maximum 
points for attributes provided they are 
going to work for at least 30 hours a week.

Skill level and appropriate salary

Unless an exemption applies, all jobs under
Tier 2 (General) or Tier 2 (Intra company
transfer) must be skilled at NQF level 6 or
above (or the equivalent in Scotland) and
paid at the appropriate rate (this is to 
ensure that the resident labour market is 
not undercut). The relevant Code of  Practice
sets out the minimum rates of  pay and 
the skill level required for a particular job.
The previous Codes of  Practice used the
Standard Occupational Classification 
2000 system (SOC 2000). 

H RIZ NS

Radical changes to the immigration system saw the introduction of  the Points Based System 
(PBS) during 2008 and 2009. This is the managed migration routes for non-European migrants 
that want to come to the UK for work or study. The key intention was to introduce objective criteria
for granting visas and leave and to reduce opportunities for abuse of  immigration control.
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However, valid from 6 April 2013 are 
updated Codes of  Practice based on the
new Standard Occupational Classification
2010 system (SOC 2010). These Codes
supersede all previous codes and apply to
all Tier 2 applications made by migrants using
certificates of  sponsorship assigned by
sponsors on or after 6 April 2013, and all other
applications made by migrants where the
date of  application is on or after 6 April 2013.

The minimum appropriate rates of  pay and
the minimum pay thresholds which exist
across Tier 2 (regardless of  occupation)
have been updated from 6 April 2013, in line
with wage inflation. An applicant’s pay must
meet the relevant minimum salary threshold,
as well as the appropriate rate. Therefore, 
if  the appropriate rate for an applicant’s
occupation is £19,000 and the minimum
threshold for a new entrant in Tier 2 (General)
is £20,300, they must be paid at least £20,300.

Of  course this could all change again
following the announcement of  the Home
Secretary to end the Executive Agency status
of  the UK Border Agency and to bring its
functions back within the Home Office.
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Commercial supply contracts
entered into since 16 March
2013 are subject to new
regulations relating to late
payments. All businesses
should review their regular
supply and purchase
agreements to ensure the
terms reflect the agreement
of  the parties and comply
with the new rules.

The Late Payment of  Commercial Debts
Regulations 2013 (the “Regulations”) 
apply to all business contracts other than
consumer credit agreements and contracts
intending to operate by way of  mortgage or
other security. The Regulations are intended
to ensure payment terms are reasonable 
to suppliers.

The old law
Until now, most debtors were free to agree
lengthy payment terms with suppliers during
which period the debtor would not be
required to pay interest. Where payment
terms were not expressed, a 30 day period
was applied.

The new regulations
For commercial contracts for the supply 
of  goods and services (excluding public
authority contracts), interest will start to run
on outstanding payments, if  not otherwise
agreed, 30 days after the latest of:

  receiving the supplier’s invoice;

  receiving the goods or services; and

  verification or acceptance of  the goods 
or services (where provided for by 
statute or contract).

Alternatively the parties may agree a due
date for payment of  up to 60 days from the
latest event listed above. Parties may agree
to extend the due date for payment beyond
60 days, but this will only be valid if  the
extension is not "grossly unfair" to the supplier. 

Where a public authority purchases goods
or services the above default position
applies in the absence of  agreement but
parties may only agree a due date for
payment of  up to 30 days from the latest 
of  the events listed above.

Rates of interest
Payment terms exceeding the above limits
may result in the creditor being entitled to
recover both interest and charges from the
expiration of  the statutory limit. Where
interest and charges are recoverable, they
will be at the following rates:

  interest will be at the statutory rate
(currently 8% above Bank of  England
base rate) or as agreed between the
parties, provided such rate is a
“substantial contractual remedy”; and

  charges of  between £40-£100 in addition
to any reasonable recovery costs incurred.

Guidance for business
All businesses should immediately:

  review their standard contracts to ensure
that the terms on interest payable on late
payment comply with the new legislation;
and 

  ensure that all employees and officers
with authority to enter into supply and
purchase agreements are made aware 
of  these changes.

Any company wishing to take advantage 
of  the ability to extend the due date beyond
60 days should do so with caution. English
courts are yet to interpret “grossly unfair”
and there may be a raft of  litigation before 
a clear interpretation is achieved.
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